Abstract. The problem of converting deterministic finite automata into (short) regular expressions is considered. It is known that the required expression size is 2 Θ(n) in the worst case for infinite languages, and for finite languages it is n Ω(log log n) and n O(log n) , if the alphabet size grows with the number of states n of the given automaton. A new lower bound method based on communication complexity for regular expression size is developed to show that the required size is indeed n Θ(log n) . For constant alphabet size the best lower bound known to date is Ω(n 2 ), even when allowing infinite languages and nondeterministic finite automata. As the technique developed here works equally well for deterministic finite automata over binary alphabets, the lower bound is improved to n Ω(log n) .
Introduction
One of the most basic theorems in formal language theory is that every finite automaton can be converted into an equivalent regular expression, and vice versa, see e.g. [7] . While algorithms accomplishing these tasks were known for a long time, there has been a renewed interest in these classical problems during the last few years. For instance, new algorithms for converting regular expressions into finite automata outperforming classical algorithms have been found only recently, as well as a matching lower bound of Ω(n · (log n)
2 ) on the minimum number of transitions required by any equivalent nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA). The lower bound is, however, only reachable for growing alphabets, and a better algorithm is known for constant alphabet size, see [20] and references therein.
In contrast, much less is known about the converse direction, namely of converting finite automata into regular expressions. Apart from the fundamental nature of the problem, some applications of converting finite automata into regular expression lie in control flow normalization, including uses in software engineering such as automatic translation of legacy code [17] . All known algorithms covering the general case of infinite languages are based on the classical ones compared in the survey [18] . The drawback is that all of these (structurally similar) algorithms return expressions of size 2 O(n) in the worst case, and [3] exhibit a family of languages over a growing alphabet for which this exponential blow-up is inevitable. This leads to the quest for identifying structural restrictions on the underlying transition graph of the given finite automaton that can guarantee a shorter equivalent regular expression [4, 16] , as well as for heuristics improving the classical algorithms [6, 2] .
Another possibility is to concentrate on subfamilies of regular languages. For the important special case of unary languages, it has been established that every n-state nondeterminsitic finite automaton can be converted in polynomial time into an equivalent regular expression of polynomial size [1, 13, 12] . And for finite languages, there exist equivalent regular expressions of size at most n O(log n) obtained by a classical construction, which is carefully analysed in [4] . In contrast, results from [3] show that size n Ω(log log n) can be necessary for finite languages-at least for a growing alphabet.
Although there remains a considerable gap between the best known upper bounds and the lower bounds given some 30 years ago, to the best of our knowledge, only little progress has been made on this problem. The most preeminent gap between the upper and lower bounds presented in [3] is in the case of finite languages. There the upper and lower bounds of n O(log n) and n Ω(log log n) , respectively, are essentially the best ones known to date. We close this gap, giving that the blow-up for finite languages is n Θ(log n) in the worst case, when switching the representation from a finite automaton to a regular expression. To this end, we develop a new lower bound technique for regular expression size based on communication complexity. Ellul et al. [4] prove a lower bound of Ω(n 2 ) on the size of regular expressions for a finite language over the binary alphabet by a reduction to Boolean circuit complexity. We improve this approach by utilizing a technique used to obtain better lower bounds for monotone Boolean circuits, using the communication complexity of search problems as introduced by Karchmer and Wigderson [8] . Our approach shows that the lower bound can even be realized for a n-state deterministic finite automaton over a binary alphabet.
Recently, it was proposed that encoding the infinite languages given in [3] over a 4-letter alphabet in a straightforward manner will result in infinite languages giving a lower bound of Ω(2 n 1/3 ) [21] . However, this approach does not work, as we can give regular expressions of polynomial size for this family of languages. Thus the best lower bound known previously on the conversion problem for regular languages over alphabets of constant size is Ω(n 2 ), established in [4] . Since finite languages are regular, also this lower bound is lifted to n Ω(log n) . We also show that the family of finite languages (over a growing alphabet) from [3] captures the combinatorial core of the conversion problem for finite languages, as they form in some precise sense the hardest languages for this problem. We then use this to obtain a slight improvement of the best known upper bounds on this conversion problem.
Preliminaries

Formal Languages
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions in formal language and automata theory as contained in [7] . In particular, let Σ be an alphabet and Σ * the set of all words over the alphabet Σ, including the empty word λ. The length of a word w is denoted by |w|, where |λ| = 0, and the total number of occurrences of the alphabet symbol a in w is denoted by |w| a .
In order to fix the notation, we briefly recall the definition of regular expressions and the languages described by them: Definition 1. Let Σ be an alphabet. The regular expressions over Σ and the languages that they denote are defined recursively as follows:
-∅ is a regular expression and denotes the empty language; -For a ∈ Σ ∪ {ε}, a is a regular expression and denotes the language {a}, -if e and f are regular expressions denoting languages E and F , then (e + f ), (e · f ) and (e) * are regular expressions denoting the languages E ∪ F , E · F and E * , respectively. Finally, the language described by the regular expression E is denoted by L(E).
For convenience, parentheses are sometimes omitted and the product is simply written as juxtaposition. The priority of operators is specified in the usual fashion: product is performed before disjunction, and star before both product and disjunction. We also write sometimes L 1 + L 2 to denote the union of the languages L 1 and L 2 . The alphabetic width (or size) alph(E) of a regular expression E is defined as the total number of occurrences of symbols in Σ in E. For a regular language L we define alph(L) as the minimum alphabetic width among all regular expressions describing L. As we will be primarily concerned with small regular expressions, we recall the notion of uncollapsible regular expressions [4] : Definition 2. Let E be a regular expression. We say that E is uncollapsible if all of the following conditions hold:
-If E contains the symbol ∅, then E = ∅.
-E contains no subexpression of the form F G or GF , with L(F ) = {ε} -if E contains a subexpression of the form
The reader might have noticed that we have added a fourth condition not present in the original definition. This condition ensures that the star operator cannot occur in uncollapsible regular expressions describing finite languages. It is easily seen that for every collapsible regular expression, there is an uncollapsible one specifying the same language of at most the same size.
Communication Complexity
Let X, Y, Z be finite sets and R ⊆ X × Y × Z a ternary relation on them. In the search problem R, we have Alice given some input x ∈ X, Bob is given some input y ∈ Y . Initially, no party knows the other's input, and Alice and Bob both want to output some z such that (x, y, z) ∈ R, by communicating as few bits as possible. A communication protocol is a binary tree with each internal node v labeled either by a function a v : X → {0, 1} if Alice transmits at this node, or b v : Y → {0, 1} if Bob transmits at this node. Each leaf is labeled by an output z ∈ Z. We say that a protocol solves the search problem for relation R if for every input pair (x, y) ∈ X × Y , walking down the tree according to the functions a v and b v leads to a leaf labeled with some z satisfying (x, y, z) ∈ R. The protocol partition number C P (R) denotes the minimum number of leaves among all protocols solving the search problem for R. For a thorough treatment of communication complexity, the reader might want to consult [10] .
A new Lower Bound Technique for Regular Expression Size
In this section, we show how techniques from communication complexity can be used for proving lower bounds on the size of regular expression for homogeneous languages.
Definition 3. A regular expression E describing a homogeneous language is called a homogeneous expression, if none of the symbols ∅, ε and * occur in E, or L(E) is empty and E = ∅.
n be a homogeneous language. If E is an uncollapsible regular expression describing L, then E is a homogeneous expression.
Proof. For the case L(E) = ∅, the statement immediately follows from the definitions. Assume E is uncollapsible and ∅ ⊂ L(E) ⊆ Σ n . We can rule out that any subexpression F with L(F ) = ∅ occurs in E: Every regular expression denoting the empty language contains the symbol ∅ at least once.
Next, finiteness of the described languages is invariant under the operations + and ·, but not by the Kleene star: For any regular expression F , the set denoted by F * is infinite unless L(F ) = ∅ or {ε}. We have already ruled out the existence of ∅ symbols in E. Since E is uncollapsible, it does not contain any subexpression of the form F * with L(F ) = {ε} either. Thus, the language L(E) being finite, E cannot have any subexpression of the form F * . Finally, we rule out the possibility that ε occurs in E: As all words in L(E) are of length n, we make the following observation: If E contains a subexpression of the form F + G, then there exists m ≤ n such that both L(F ) and L(G) contain only strings of length m. If alph(E) ≤ 1, then clearly E has no ε-subexpression. Assume alph(E) > 1 and ε occurs in E. Since E is uncollapsible, E contains a subexpression of the form F + ε with ε / ∈ F and F = ∅. But then F + ε describes a set of strings having different lengths, a property which is inherited to E, as E has no subexpressions describing the empty language.
⊓ ⊔ Let (Σ, <) = (a 1 < a 2 < · · · < a k ) be an ordered alphabet. This order on Σ is extended componentwise to a partial order on Σ n . The upward closure of a homogeneous language L ⊆ Σ n (w.r.t. this partial order) is defined as the set
. The next proposition shows that for homogeneous languages, the operator ↑ commutes with union and concatenation.
We establish next that homogeneous monotonic languages can be expressed by regular expressions in some normal form, and that the conversion into this normal form increases the expression size at most by a factor of |Σ|.
A homogeneous expression is called a sum if it uses + as the only operator, i.e. it is of the form (b 1 +. . .+b m ) for b i ∈ Σ. Let E be a homogeneous expression and F a subexpression of E. The subexpression F is called a maximal sum in F if E is a sum, but each subexpression G having F as a proper subexpression is not a sum. Note that the maximal sums in a homogeneous expression each describe a subset of Σ. For a homogeneous expression E, the number of maximal sums in E is denoted by s(E). Since any non-redundant sum is of size at most |Σ| and contains at least one alphabetical symbol, we get
Lemma 6. For each homogeneous expression E over an ordered alphabet Σ, there exists a monotonic expression with L(F ) = ↑(L(E)) and s(F ) = s(E).
Proof. The claim is shown by induction on s(E). In the base case s(E) = 1, E is itself a sum. Let b be the minimal letter occurring in E, and let b 1 , . . . , b m be those letters in Σ with b i ≥ b. We set F := (b 1 + . . . + b m ), and we clearly have L(F ) = ↑(L(E)) as well as s(F ) = s(E) = 1, hence the claim holds. Now let s(E) > 1, and thus E = E 1 • E 2 where • is + or ·, and in the latter case, E 1 and E 2 are not sums. Thus we have s(E) = s(E 1 ) + s(E 2 ) and hence s(E i ) < s(E) for i = 1, 2.
By the induction hypothesis, we get expressions F i with L(F i ) = ↑(L(E i )) and s(F i ) = s(E i ). We set F := F 1 • F 2 , and we obtain s(F ) = s(
These problems are similar to the search problems of [8] defined for (monotone) Boolean functions.
Proof. Let E be a regular expression with L(E) = L. By Lemma 4, we can assume that E is homogeneous. If E is a homogeneous regular expression with L(E) homogeneous, then for every subexpression F of E the language L(F ) is homogeneous as well, and we denote by λ(F ) the length of the words in L(F ).
We will now, given a homogeneous regular expression E for L, construct a protocol for R L with s(E) many leaves.
Recall that Alice is given an input x ∈ L, Bob a y / ∈ L, and they have to find an index i with x i = y i . At each state of the protocol, Alice and Bob keep a subexpression F of E together with an interval [i, j] of length
At a state of the protocol with a subexpression
, and the protocol continues with F updated to F δ and
At a state with subexpression At a state with a subexpression F that is a maximal sum in E, it must be the case that i = j, and that x i ∈ L(F ) and y i / ∈ L(F ), hence in particular x i = y i and the protocol can terminate with output i.
Obviously, the protocol solves R L , and the tree of the protocol constructed is isomorphic to the parse tree of E with its maximal sums at the leaves, thus the number of leaves is s(E).
If L happens to be monotonic, then by Lemma 6 we can assume that E is a monotonic expression. Then also all subexpressions of E that appear in the above proof are monotonic, and in the terminating case it must moreover be the case that x i > y i , therefore the protocol solves R m L .
⊓ ⊔
Lower Bounds for the Conversion Problem
For given integers ℓ, n, we define a family of graphs F ℓ,n with parameters ℓ, n as the set of directed graphs whose vertex set V is organized in ℓ + 2 layers, with n vertices in each each layer. Hence we assume
For all graphs in F ℓ,n , we require in addition that each edge connects a vertex in some layer i to a vertex in the adjacent layer i + 1.
The following definition serves to represent the set F ℓ,n as a finite set of strings over the alphabet {0, 1}: Fix a graph G ∈ F ℓ,n for the moment. Let e(i, j, k) = 1 if G has an edge from vertex i in layer j to vertex k in layer j + 1, and let e(i, j, k) = 0 otherwise. Next, for vertex i in layer j, the word f (i, j) = e(i, j, 1)e(i, j, 2) · · · e(i, j, n) encodes the set of outgoing edges for this vertex. Then for layer j, the word g(j) = f (1, j)f (2, j) · · · f (n, j) encodes the set of edges connecting vertices in layer j to vertices in layer j + 1, for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. Finally, the graph G is encoded by the word w(G) = h(0)h(1) · · · h(ℓ). It is easy to see that each word in the set {0, 1} n 2 (ℓ+1) can be uniquely decoded as a graph in the set F ℓ,n .
A graph G ∈ F ℓ,n belongs to the subfamily fork ℓ,n , if there exists a simple path starting in 1, 0 ending eventually in a fork, i.e., a vertex of outdegree at least two. The goal of this section will be to show that the language
Proof. We describe a DFA A accepting L, which has special states q j i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ + 1. These states will have the following property: If G has a simple non-forking path starting in vertex 1, 0 and ending in vertex i, j , then the DFA is in state q i,j after reading the first j · n 2 letters of the word w(G). A DFA having this property is obtained by setting q 0 1 to be the start state, and by applying the construction shown in in Figure 4 one by one to all states q j i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ.
Each transition in Figure 4 labeled with some regular expression has to be unrolled to a simple path.
To complete the construction, we have to ensure that from every state q for which δ (q, 1) is not yet defined, the transition δ(q, 1) leads to a state that leads every suffix of admissible length to an accepting state. This will be achieved by adding the transition structure of another deterministic finite automaton that accepts {0, 1} n 2 (ℓ+1) , and routing the lacking transitions into states of this automaton appropriately, in a way that each time the suffixes of admissible length are accepted.
Next we count the number of states in A: Unrolling the construction depicted in Figure 4 introduces
states, excluding the dead state. All dead states can be merged, and the minimal DFA accepting the language {0, 1} n 2 (ℓ+1) has n 2 (ℓ + 1) + 2 states, one of which is already a dead state. By adding up and simplifying, we see that the number of states equals
We have ℓ + 1 < √ 2ℓ and 2/(ℓ + 1) < 1 provided ℓ ≥ 2, and for n ≥ 5 holds
, and thus we can conclude that the number of states is bounded above by ℓ · n 4 , provided ℓ ≥ 2 and n ≥ 5. 
Proof. Let W := {1, . . . , n} ℓ , and consider the relation FORK ℓ,n ⊆ W × W × {0, . . . , ℓ} defined as follows: given strings x and y in W , set x 0 = y 0 = 1, x ℓ+1 = n − 1 and y ℓ+1 = n. Then (x, y, i) ∈ FORK ℓ,n iff x i = y i and x i+1 = y i+1 . The following lower bound on the protocol partition number of this relation was shown by Grigni and Sipser [5] :
To complete the proof of Proposition 9, we show that for L = L ℓ,n , any protocol for R m L can be used to solve FORK ℓ,n without any additional communication, which implies the stated lower bound. The reduction is similar to one used by Grigni and Sipser [5] .
From her input x ∈ W , Alice computes a graph G x ∈ F ℓ,n having for every 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ an edge from x i , i to x i+1 , i + 1 , and an additional edge from x ℓ , ℓ to n, ℓ + 1 . By construction, G x ∈ fork ℓ,n and thus w(G x ) ∈ L ℓ,n .
Similarly, from his input y ∈ W , Bob computes a graph G y having for every 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ an edge from y i , i to y i+1 , i + 1 . Additionally, G y has all the edges from i, j to i ′ , j + 1 where i = y j and i ′ is arbitrary. Therefore G y / ∈ fork ℓ,n and thus w(G y ) / ∈ L ℓ,n . Now running the protocol for R m L on w(G x ) and w(G y ) yields a position k where w(G x ) k = 1 and w(G y ) k = 0, i.e., an edge that is present in G x , but not in G y . By construction, this edge goes from x i , i to x i+1 , i + 1 for some i, and it must be that y i = x i and y i+1 = x i+1 , as otherwise the edge would be present in G y . Thus i is a solution such that (x, y, i) ∈ FORK ℓ,n . Proof. We have to adjust the parameter pair (ℓ, n) for the language L ℓ,n such that the gap between m = ℓ · n 4 and n (1/4−o(1)) log ℓ is large.
If we write ℓ = n ζ , then m = n 4+ζ , and with both n = m 
Strength and Limitations
In this section, we illustrate the power and limitations of the techniques we introduced. We show that our lower bound technique sometimes gives tight lower bounds, although the gap between the lower bound and the actual minimum regular expression size can be exponential, that is, we cannot hope that C P (R L ) has a performance guarantee for regular expressions similar to the case of Boolean formulas.
A Poor Lower Bound
For n even, consider the languages of palindromes of length n, L n = { ww R | w ∈ {0, 1} n/2 }. These language can be described by n-ary Boolean functions f n (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) as the set { x 1 · x 2 · · · x n | f n (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) = 1 }. We call the n-ary function f the characteristic function of L n . This language is not monotonic, so only the lower bound based on the relation R L is applicable.
To give an upper bound on C P (R Ln ), we exploit the known fact that this number equals the minimum size among all Boolean formulas describing the characteristic function of L n [10] -here by the size of a formula, we mean the total number of occurrences of variables. The following formula of size 2n describes the characteristic function:
For a lower bound on alph(L), we use the folklore fact that alph(L) is bounded below by the minimum number of states required by a nondeterministic finite automaton accepting L. However, it is well known that every nondeterministic finite automaton accepting L n has size exponential in n [15].
Optimal Expressions for Parity
Let par n denote the parity language {w ∈ {0, 1} n ; |w| 1 odd }. In [4] , it is shown that alph(par n ) = Ω(n 2 ) using Khrapchenko's bound [9] on the Boolean formula size of the parity function. From a recent improvement of this bound by Lee [11] , we obtain the following better lower bound: Theorem 12. If E is a regular expression with L(E) = par n , and n = 2
We will now construct regular expressions for par n that exactly match this lower bound. The construction is essentially the same as Lee's [11] upper bound for the size of Boolean formulas for parity, but our analysis is simpler, using only induction and elementary arithmetic. We have that par n = L(odd n ), where the expressions even n and odd n are defined inductively by
First we observe that alph(even n ) = alph(odd n ) for every n, and we denote it by r(n) := alph(even n ). Then the function r(n) satisfies the following recursive equations:
We now show that if n = 2
, by induction on n. Thus our expressions match Lees lower bound.
The case n = 1 is obvious. For the induction step, we distinguish three cases. The first case is n = 2m where m = 2 d + k, hence n = 2 d+1 + 2k. In this case we have
The second case is n = 2m + 1 where m = 2 d + k and m + 1 = 2 d + (k + 1) with k + 1 < 2 d , hence n = 2 d+1 + 2k + 1 with 2k + 1 < 2 d+1 . In this case we obtain
The final case is n = 2m+1, where m = 2 d +k and m+1 = 2 d+1 , thus k = 2 d −1 and n = 2 d+1 + (2 d+1 − 1). In this case we calculate
which shows the claim.
Upper Bounds for Converting NFAs into Regular Expressions
In this section, we identify a family of finite languages H n which are the hardest finite languages for the NFA to RE conversion, where by hardest, we mean that every n-state NFA over an alphabet Σ can be converted into a regular expression whose size is bounded above by |Σ| · alph(H n ). Of course, we have to take the alphabet size into account: The set Σ can be accepted by a 2-state NFA, while alph(Σ) is clearly equal to the size of the alphabet. The language used in the next theorem was studied already in [3] , where it was shown that this language is hard for the conversion problem in some sense, that is the smallest regular expression for this language has size at least n Ω(log log n) .
Theorem 13. For n ≥ 1, let G n = (V n , ∆) be the complete directed acyclic graph on n vertices, that is V n = {1, 2, . . . , n} and edge set ∆ = { i, j | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}. Define the language H n ⊂ ∆ ≤n−1 as the set of all paths in G leading from vertex 1 to vertex n. Then the following holds:
1. H n can be accepted by a n-state nondeterministic finite automaton. 2. Let Σ be an alphabet. For every finite language L over Σ acceptable by a n-state nondeterministic finite automaton holds alph(L) ≤ |Σ| · alph(H n ).
Proof. The first statement is easy to see. For the second statement, assume the theorem holds for all values up to n − 1, and let A be a n-state nondeterministic finite automaton accepting L ⊆ Σ ≤n−1 . Without loss of generality, we assume A has state set {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n } and the states are in topological order with respect to the transition structure of the directed acyclic graph underlying A, that is, the automaton cannot move from state q j to state q i if i ≤ j. Furthermore, we can safely assume that the automaton has start state q 1 and single accepting state q n . This can be achieved by the following construction: If q 1 is not the start state, and the state set is topologically ordered, then q 1 is not reachable from the start state. q 1 can be removed, and we can apply the theorem for the obtained n − 1-state automaton. For similar reasons, we can assume that q n is a final state. If A has another final state p, we add transitions such that for every transition entering p there is now a transition from the same source entering q n . Then we remove p from the set of final states. Clearly, the accepted language is not altered by this construction, and the number of states remains n.
Let H be the minimal partial n-state deterministic finite automaton accepting H n , i.e. the automaton has no dead state. We again assume that the state set of H is topologically ordered, as for A.
Let F and G be the regular expressions obtained by applying the standard state elimination algorithm [7, 14] to the automata H and A, respectively. Since the algorithm is correct, we have L(F ) = H n , and L(G) = L(A). For a pair of states (q i , q j ) with i < j in A, define the regular expression F ij as the minimal expression describing the union of all transition labels under which the automaton can change its state from q i to q j . Then by the properties of the transformation algorithm holds G = sub(F ), where sub is the substitution replacing every occurrence of the atomic expression i, j with an occurrence of the expression (F ij ). Now let F ′ be an expression of minimal alphabetic width describing H n , that is L(F ′ ) = L(F ). Then this equality is derivable using a sound and complete proof system for regular expression equations, e.g. see [19] . Then we can derive the equality L(sub(F ′ )) = L(sub(F )) by a single application of the substitution rule [19] , and recall sub(F ) = G. To estimate the size of L(G), we simply observe that alph(F ij ) ≤ |Σ|, for all i, j. ⊓ ⊔ Thus an algorithm which does the job for the n-state automaton accepting H n will not perform much worse given any other finite automaton of equal size. In doing this, we obtain a slightly improved upper bound for the conversion problem for all finite languages -the currently best known method [4, Cor. 22] gives a bound of (n + 1) · kn(n − 1) log n+1 :
Corollary 14. Let A be a n-state nondeterministic finite automaton accepting a finite language L = L(A) over a k-symbol alphabet. Then
Proof. By the preceding theorem, it suffices to give an upper bound on alph(H n ).
The language H n coincides with set of all walks (of length at most n − 1) in G n that start in vertex 1 and end in vertex n. The analysis given in [4, Thm. 20] implies that there exists a regular expression of size at most n(n − 1)
describing this set, since for each pair (i, j), there is a regular expression of size at most 1 describing the set of walks of length at most 1 in G n starting in i and end in j. Thus, alph(H n ) ≤ n(n − 1) log(n−1)+1 . ⊓ ⊔ In [3] , also a family of infinite languages K n was considered. These languages are acceptable by n-state finite automata, but all equivalent regular expressions require size 2 Ω(n) . Formally, let G n = (V n , ∆) be the complete directed graph on n vertices, that is V n = {1, 2, . . . , n} and edge set ∆ = { i, j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n}. Define the language K n ⊂ ∆ * as the set of all walks in G n starting at vertex 1 and ending at vertex n. Admittedly, these languages appear to be somewhat unnatural in that the alphabet size is growing rapidly with the number of states in the given finite automaton. Recently it was suggested that using a binary encoding with start-and endmarkers of the abovementioned language K n would give a similar exponential blow-up [21] ; a proof sketch mimicking the techniques from [3] for large alphabets is included. The example from [21] is defined via the following encoding: For simplicity, assume n = 2 k for some k ∈ N. Then the |∆| = n 2 alphabet symbols can be represented as binary strings in {0, 1} 2k . Fix such a binary encoding, denoted by f ( i, j ). Then the map h : ∆ → {a, b, 0, 1}, given by h( i, j ) = a·f ( i, j )·b naturally extends to a map h : ∆ * → {a, b, 0, 1} * by setting h(ε) = ε, and h(x · y) = h(x) · h(y), for all x, y ∈ ∆ * . It is argued then that the language h(L) as well requires regular expressions of size 2 Ω(n) . Unfortunately, this argument is not complete: If we choose a binary encoding satisfying
where g is an arbitrary k-bit encoding of the integers 1, . . . n, the following regular expression of size O(n log n) describes h(L):
a · g(1) · (g(1)ba · g(1)) * · (g(2)ba · g(2)) * · · · (g(n)ba · g(n)) * * · g(n)b.
Unfortunately, there seems not to be a straightforward way to make the argument given in [21] complete. One might try and choose a more sophisticated encoding not satisfying Condition (1), which will make it harder to find a short corresponding equivalent regular expression. But this approach does not lend itself for a a possible proof technique for showing that finding a short regular expression would be de facto impossible. So the best lower bound on the conversion problem for constant alphabet size remains the result from Theorem 11, even if we allow infinite languages.
Conclusions and Further Work
We developed a new lower bound technique for regular expression size to show that converting deterministic finite automata accepting finite languages into regular expression leads to an inevitable blow-up in size of n Θ(log n) , solving an open problem stated in [3] . This bound still holds when restricting to alphabet size two. Note that finite automata accepting unary finite languages can be easily converted into regular expressions of linear size.
Still, we feel that we have a limited understanding of the power of regular expressions in terms of descriptional complexity. The most notable open problem is to determine better upper and lower bounds for the mentioned conversion problem for infinite regular languages over alphabets of constant size, also stated in [4] . Generalizations or improvements of the techniques developed in this paper might help to further raise, for the case of infinite languages, the lower bound obtained here. Another line of research would be to try to apply the techniques developed here to improve the bounds obtained in [4] on the descriptional complexity of basic operations on regular expressions, like intersection, complement or language quotients. Here, many of the gaps between upper and lower bounds are exponential, which is in stark contrast to the many exact bounds known for such operations on finite automata.
